KITCHEN EMISSION
CONTROL FOR
RENTAL
SMOG HOG® Kitchen Emission Control Systems
Our kitchen emission control system is specially designed for kitchen use, dedicated in solving smoke and
grease problems. The kitchen emission control is designed to eliminate smoke caused by cooking emissions.
We work closely with a well-known commercial kitchen specialist, Smog-Hog that uses electrostatic precipitator technology (ESP) to remove grease and odors from cooking activities. This in turn creates clean air in
your kitchen environment. It does not only improve the lifespan of your kitchen equipment, but also
improves air quality for your kitchen staffs. For more information, please feel free to browse through our
product information on kitchen emission control.

Benefits of a SMOG HOG® Air Cleaning System
To minimize the chances of kitchen exhaust fan and kitchen duct filled with grease and filtered the
oil mist and smoke discharge to outdoor environment.
Maintain the kitchen exhaust fan performance.
Reduce the major kitchen maintenance service frequent.

4 Reduce the cost of kitchen maintenance.
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Why Rent?
Reduce Capital Investment
Reduce Operation service maintenance cost
Comply to major shopping center requirement

A Total Pollution Control Solution
SMOG-HOG® Kitchen Emission Control System leaves management free to focus on Restaurants operation by
virtually eliminating any concern about environmental emissions complaints. SMOG-HOG® also saves on
operating and maintenance cost making it the best value in kitchen emissions control.

SMOG-HOG® Proven Performance
UAS is the world leader in providing air cleaning solutions. SMOG-HOG® unit are at work worldwide, capturing
particles generated by industrial and commercial operations. You can count on SMOG-HOG® and UAS for
experience and innovation in restaurant air cleaning technology.
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